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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Institute.

Provenance: Donated by Dallas Lien on April 29, 1988 (Acc. 381).

Property rights: The Institute for Regional Studies owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the Institute.

Citation: [Identification of item]. Steiger History and competitive product Records, Records (SC 681), Institute for Regional Studies, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Steiger Tractor was founded by Douglas and Maurice Steiger near Red Lake Falls, Minnesota. They then moved the manufacturing location to Thief River Falls, Minnesota. Eventually the tractor division of Steiger Farms would move to Fargo, North Dakota in 1969. They would continue production until 1986 when they were acquired by Case.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

Company manual that is the Steiger history and competitive product information and was published by Steiger.

BOX AND FOLDER LIST

Company manual that is the Steiger history and competitive product information and was published by Steiger.